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Abstract For巴nhancings巴ismicresistance of civil or architectural structures it is 
recognized to b巴巴fi巴ctiveto place dampers on them. Bingham damper has distinctive merit 
in independent nature from the velocity and the temperature， differ仕omconventional liquid 
type damper. In this study new type Bingham material ar巴usedand tested dynamicaIly. As a 
test results， four different Bingham mat巴rialshowed good force幽displacementhysteretic 
curves except one， which material exhibited so high viscosity and due to narrow clearance 





















































1 ) 一定振幅士 120mmで、周波数を 0.5Hz，


































































図一 3 荷重一変位履歴曲線(フラット PE-03-A)
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